Instructions for Kids:
A Pirate has stolen your favorite stuffed animal! However, all
hope is not lost. You can save your fave by following the clues.
Each clue will bring you closer to where the villain stashed your
stuffy.
Some clues may contain secret messages. Use the decoder to
uncover the words.
SECRET MESSAGE DECODER
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Instructions for Adults:
1. Plan your route and scout out your locations!
Take a look at the sample clues and then around your home and choose the order your
clues will go in. Make sure to hide clues well enough so they don’t find clue #6 while
still looking for clue #2 or choose your route so they do not enter the same area twice.
Use the Clue Route planning document to help keep your route in order.
2. Number the clues or put them in numbered envelopes (or fold the clues in half and
write the number on the back!)
This helps structure the hunt! Put the first clue into their hands and then have them
find the rest. You can also write things like, “open after 10 jumping jacks!” just to make
them work a little harder!
3. Choose from these pre-made clues or create your own.
We’ve created clues for you to choose from. Mix and match from word clues and secret
codes. You might have some things in your house or yard that will make excellent clue
hiding spots – please handwrite and incorporate them into your scavenger hunt.
4. Final Clue and other Rewards
Depending on how long you want your scavenger hunt to go on, you could also place
little rewards along with clues. Think a snack or juice box! The final clue will reveal
where the pirates have taken the stuffy.
5. Supplies Needed
Pick up this scavenger hunt at your local curbside location, or print your own. Supplies
you will need to provide are scissors to cut the clues, envelopes (optional), tape
(optional), and pencils.

Clue Route – Plan Where Your Clues Go for Maximum Fun
Use this document to plan your route. Use a pencil so you can reroute
your clues whenever needed!

1. _____________________________
2. _____________________________
3. _____________________________
4. _____________________________
5. _____________________________
6. _____________________________
7. _____________________________
8. _____________________________
9. _____________________________
10. ____________________________
11. ____________________________
12. ____________________________
13. ____________________________
14. ____________________________
15. ____________________________

WORD CLUES
If you want to find more clues, Getting this clue will provide
look in the place where you put many joys, look for it where you
your shoes.
store your toys.

Get up now and walk on your
I have 4 legs but cannot walk
feet, you will find the next clue
but people rest on me to talk.
under your favorite seat

The next place you’ll need to
look is in the place you find a
book.

Looking for the missing link?
Take a peek inside the sink.

You are finding clues and
feeling bold, go to the place
that keeps food really cold.

While you are up and walking
around, go to the place where
you go to lie down.

The next clue is easily seen if
you go to the place where you
go to get clean.

This next clue is quite a getter!
Solve it by reading every other
letter.
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Some say squeak, some say
squawk, but some say nothing
like a rock.

Go outside, what do you see?
Do you want to climb a ______?

Its short and green and rhymes I know this search has been a
with glass, you’ll find your next lot, but have you ever looked
clue on the ______!
inside a pot?

Go to where the water flows,
you might even find a hose.

I’m a friend to those who like
things neat. They really like it
when you wipe your feet.

Under or around the deck, is
the next place you should
check.

For this clue you’ll need good
sense, why not look near the
_______?

SECRET MESSAGE CLUES
(remember to cut off the answer before hiding the clue!)
Clue answer: tree

Clue answer: fence

Clue answer: kitchen sink

Clue answer: cactus

Clue answer: water hose

Clue answer door mat

Clue answer: hall closet

Clue answer: barbeque

Clue answer: gate

Clue answer: mail box

Clue answer: your pillow

Clue answer: under your bed

Clue answer: swing

